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Design Intern
Studio Mean 

January 2022 - February 2022 
 
Joining this small team I was assigned lead on live 
projects which taught me to have more confidence 
in my ideas and work independently towards 
deadlines. During this Internship, I’m proud 
to share I worked on ‘The Sustainability Show’ 
branding which launched Autumn 2022 and has 
further shows lined up for the future. 

Design Intern
For Different 

August 2021 
 
Just a month after completing my university course 
I was in my first internship position where,  
actively got involved in a variety of live briefs both 
in person and in a remote setting. I developed my 
presentation skills by sharing my ideas in workshops 
to the team and oversaw client meetings, where I 
learnt the basis of client - designer relationships.

Experience

Designer
Wondersphere 

May 2022 - Present

At Wondersphere I am a core member of the 
design studio. From taking lead on multiple 
projects from start to finish, creating decks and 
pitching to clients, I have grown into myself 
as a designer. From small print, large scale 
environmental, digital and web design, I’ve 
immersed myself in all aspects of design at 
Wondersphere, taking on each challenge as 
they come.

Creative Intern
Superunion 

March 2022 - May 2022 

I enjoyed and was motivated by the 
collaboration during my time working amongst 
this large team at Superunion. It gave me the 
opportunity to bounce off of and learn from many 
experienced designers in the field. I contributed 
meaningfully to projects as my work was pitched 
to global clients.

Junior Designer 
Two Circles 

October 2021 - January 2022

This role exposed me to various disciplines in
creating marketing materials - print and web
based  and creating presentations for the sales 
team. I developed an excellent attention to detail
and learnt to take ownership of projects as
well as working collaboratively with the 
wider Two Circles team.

Education

First Class BA Hons Graphic Communications 
Norwich University of the Arts 

Software Skills

Adobe Suite: 
 
Photoshop 
Illustrator 
InDesign 
AfterEffects
XD 

Other: 
 
Keynote 
Figma

Profile

Emilie is a London-based designer, 
seeking opportunities to grow herself as an 
individual. Enthusiastic to keep learning and 
develop skills from great designers around her. 

Passionate for creating meaningful designs that 
make a lasting impact, she finds excitement in 
dabbling across design mediums. From motion to 
digital design, print to experiential and web design, 
Emilie likes to keep the plates spinning. During her 
years in the industry, she’s successfully pitched 
to clients and had the responsibility to lead on 
many projects. 

Away from the office she’s a plant mum,
watches Friends and US Office on repeat, reads 
during her commute and enjoys kickboxing to 
release the stresses of day to day life.
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